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The Scrivener: Modern Legal Writing

The Common Comma:
Part I
by KK DuVivier
© 1995 KK DuVivier

The comma is the most frequently used punctuation mark.
Unfortunately, the comma is also the most frequently misused
mark.'
Commas create a pause within the body of a sentence. The
two main schools of thought on comma usage are (1) the situation-based school and (2) the rule-based school. The situation-based school believes commas are the "throw pillows of
grammar2: writers should insert a comma here or there in a
sentence as the situation demands. In this way, writers can
use commas to influence meaning, flow or emphasis.
In contrast, the rule-based approach is more traditional.
Under this approach, established rules determine the placement of commas according to the construction of the sentence. Sometimes, these rules are critical for clarity and meaning. More often, the rules simply provide a standard to determine what readers expect.
The advantage of the rule-based approach is that readers
should be less distracted by commas that seem out of place.
The disadvantage of the rule-based approach is that there
are so many rules, it is difficult to remember all of them. This
column and the next will address the most common comma
rules.

Comma Rules Affecting Clarity and Meaning
Rule 1: Use a comma to set off an introductory phrase or dependent clause from the subject of the sentence so readers
can find the subject easily. (If the introductory phrase consists of only a few words, the comma may be omitted if the
meaning remains clear.)
Example (dependentclause):If a courtfinds a contract is
unconscionable, it may refuse to enforce it.3
Example (introductoryphrase): To establish economic
4
duress,plaintiff must show three elements.
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Examples (short introduction):First,the court addressed
duty or Firstthe court addressedduty.
Rule 2: Use a comma to avoid misreading or confusion.
ConfusingExample (without comma): While we were eating the dogs escaped.
ClearExample 5(with comma): While we were eating, the
dogs escaped.

Rule 3: Use a comma to set off nonrestrictive phrases or clauses. (This rule will be addressed in more depth in the next column.)

Comma Rules Readers Expect
Rule 4: Use a comma before a coordinating conjunction
(and, but, or, nor, for, yet) that connects independent clauses
in a compound sentence.
Example: The defendant[subject]expressed[verb]a desire to
change hisplea, but [coordinatingconjunction]his attor6
ney [new subject] advised [new verb] him not to do this.

Rule 5: Use commas for dates and locations. (But do not use
commas between the month and the year only
or when the
7
date is written before the name of the month. )
Examples: The land in Roswell, New Mexico, was surveyed on October 4, 1991, and purchased less than a
8
month later.
Other correctforms: We drove on July 3, 1995.
We drove on 3 July 1995.
We drove duringJuly 1995.
Rule 6: Use commas to separate words, phrases or clauses
in a series when they are not joined by a conjunction.
Example:He must execute the affidavit, complete the brief 9
and file both with the court this afternoon.
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Rule 7: Use a comma between two or more adjectives of
equal weight (coordinate adjectives) that modify the same
noun. (To test whether the adjectives are coordinate, see if
the phrase still makes sense when the adjectives are reversed
or when the word "and" is used instead of the comma.)
Example: A tough, hard-swingingyoungsterfrom New
York's working-class lower East Side tonight punctured
the bubble of England'sAubrey Philpott-Grimes.1o
(Note that "working-class"modifies "lowerEast Side,"
so the adjectives are not of equal weight and no comma
is placed between them.)
Rule 8.Use a comma to set off an interrupting or transitional phrase.
Examples: Most economists agree that, in terms of equity,

this income should be taxed.11
The case is, however, a sample from that system.12
The plaintiff,despite warningsfrom his friends,jumped
off the embankment.13
Rule 9: Use a comma to set off a direct quote in quotation
marks. (In legal writing, however, we often blend quoted terms
directly into a sentence without interrupting punctuation.)14
CorrectExample for Dialogue (with comma): The judge
said, "She killed him."
CorrectExamples for Integral Words (without commas):
The judge said "killed," not "stabbed."or The judge said
that "shekilled him."
Rule 10: Use a 6omma to indicate more information follows
at the end of a sentence, such as examples or explanations.
Example: Privilegesfall into the category of exceptions to a
5
general rule, the rule ofdisclosure.'
Rule 11: Use a comma to indicate the omission of words that
might be understood from the context.
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Example: My father had auburn hair;my brother,carrot
red.
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